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ABSTRACT

The present invention relates to a method of conducting a
transaction in a trading system. The invention is particularly
directed to a trading system where a merchant sends goods
and/or services to a customer when the customer is generally
located remotely from the merchant. The invention is also
directed towards providing a system for carrying out Such
transactions. The invention is particularly directed to the car
rying out of the financial transactions and is not concerned
particularly with the actual method of trading.
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NETWORK-BASED SYSTEM
PRIORITY CLAIM

0001. This application is a continuation of U.S. non-pro
visional patent application Ser. No. 10/216.225 filed Aug. 12,
2002 (our ref; IPAY-1-1001), which is a continuation-in-part
of PCT International Application No. PCT/IB01/00022 filed
on Feb. 12, 2001, which was published in English and which
designated the United States and on which priority is claimed
under 35 U.S.C. S 120, which is an international application of
Application No. S2000-0121 filed in Ireland on Feb. 11,
2000, which priority is claimed. The foregoing applications
are incorporated by reference in their entirety as if fully set
forth herein.
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

0002 The present invention relates to a method of con
ducting a transaction in a trading system. The invention is
particularly directed to a trading system where a merchant
sends goods and/or services to a customer when the customer
is generally located remotely from the merchant. The inven
tion is also directed towards providing a system for carrying
out such transactions. The invention is particularly directed to
the carrying out of the financial transactions and is not con
cerned particularly with the actual method of trading.
BACKGROUND

0003. There are many payment systems available. For
example, U.S. Pat. No. 5,920,847 (Visa) describes a bill pay
ment system wherein participating consumers pay bills to
participating billers through a payment network operating
according to preset rules. Many use various forms of payment
message. It is also known to provide systems where there are
secret passwords or the like used to authenticate the payments
and in particular, the payment of transactions in electronic
commerce, such as, for example, described in PCT Patent
Specification No. WO 98/14921 (Certico LLC). Other sys
tems have been directed towards providing a method of mak
ing Small payments, referred to as micropayments, for trading
on the internet. A typical example of such a patent specifica
tion is WO99166436 (Protx Limited).
0004. There are many methods of trading over the Internet
and the present invention is not directed to Such methods,
whether they be quotations systems, brokering systems,
methods of filling and replenishing shopping baskets, and so
O.

0005 Presently, there are numerous systems for trading on
the Internet. The most common form of settling a payment
between a customer and a merchant is with the customer

using a credit card. The customer gives the merchant the
customer's credit card details in order to effect a transaction.

Essentially, before a merchant can get paid, the merchant has
to check that the credit card is valid and that further, the

person using the credit card is the authorised person. Gener
ally, this is carried out by the merchant authorising the trans
actions with some clearing or authorising agency. The mer
chant, if the merchant is to be paid must validate the identity
of the card holder before concluding the transactions, other
wise, the merchant may be liable for any fraud that may be
committed. Merchants cannot carry out authentication of
every transaction and therefore Suitable checking does not
occur in practice. Many transactions are only validated in
batch by a clearing or acquirer bank later than the trade was

carried out or alternatively, merchants accept the validity or at
least assume the validity of a credit card number proffered
when the value of the trade is below some predetermined
amount. These systems leave the merchant wide open to fraud
and to abuse by those wishing to carry out a trade with the
merchant using a stolen credit card number. It is important to
appreciate that it is only the number that needs to be stolen.
This, therefore, leads directly to the problem for the consumer
in that, if the consumer releases his or her credit card number,

they have no control Subsequently on a third party illegally
using that credit card number in Internet trading.
0006 Due to the explosion of Internet trade recently,
fraudulent use of credit cards has become a problem. Because
the Internet shields the identity of the person using the credit
card, all that is required is that a fraudster acquires the details
of a valid credit card. These details can then be used, as

Suggested above, to purchase goods and services below a
specific monetary value without detection. Several security
systems have been developed to combat this problem, includ
ing complex encryption methods, certification systems and
third party verification systems. None of these systems can
prevent all types of fraud and most only act as a confidence
builder for the customer. Currently, because of inefficiencies
with regard to time delay and because of the cost and effort in
effecting authorisation and authentication, the majority of
systems are implemented Such that transactions below a cer
tain value bypass most of the security systems. A problem
associated with complex security systems used to prevent
fraud is that they add to the cost of and delay the completion
of each transaction. They require the cardholder to Supply to
the merchant personal details of the customer that restrict the
ease of use of these security systems. It is off-putting and time
consuming for the customer to enterall these details. Another
problem for the customer is that the security systems intro
duce a delay for the customer which can be quite annoying
and infuriating for the customer trying to effect a trade on the
Internet. This tends to discourage people carrying out trans
actions on the Internet.

0007 Another problem associated with effecting transac
tions on the Internet is the fact that any transaction conducted
over the Internet costs some amount of money for the credit
card company, the cost being a transaction cost rather than a
percentage of the value of the transaction. This means that
there is a break even point for the credit card company below
which the transaction does not make a contribution. This

makes credit card payments on the Internet unsuitable for a
large number of Small value transactions. Another problem
associated with effecting transactions on the Internet is the
high incidence of disputed payments. Again, these are a
source of considerable cost to the financial institution. These

may result from fraud, error or even forgetfulness.
0008. One of the effects of the amount of card not present
fraud is that consumers are more and more reluctant to dis

close their credit card number during this type of trading.
There have been too many instances where third parties, not
necessarily the merchant, have perpetrated Such crimes. In
some cases there have been fraudulent merchants who have

used a consumer's credit card number to Subsequently deliver
additional goods to the credit card user, which additional
goods the credit card user often has extreme difficulty in
returning or refusing to pay for. This type of fraud where the
merchant Supplies additional goods or services to the con
Sumer because the merchant has got the consumer's credit
card number, is on the increase. A further problem is that, for
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example, some employee of a merchant or some other third
party may obtain details of a customer's credit card number
and even more importantly, may obtain details that are
required to authenticate the credit card Such as, for example,
the consumer's age, address and other personal information
that is required by many an acquiring bank before they will

vices server, merchant computers each having an associated
merchant account; customer computers each having an asso

clear a credit card transaction over a certainamount. Thus, the

0015 The method comprises very many steps. For
example, the customer computer and the merchant computer
will open communications and the customer computer will
communicate its intention to purchase from the merchant
computer. Then, the merchant computer will send a merchant
transaction identifier number and payment request to the cus
tomer computer. Then, in accordance with the invention, the
customer computer sends a transaction acceptance message

consumer, in addition to not wishing to disclose his or her
credit card number, is now extremely reluctant to disclose
those personal details which would allow the consumer to be
more closely identified and even more so, to have their credit
card number more easily authenticated.
0009. In some ways, these problems are exacerbated, as
mentioned above, in relation to Small amounts of money.
People wish to use the Internet to trade but they wish to do it
simply and efficiently. If you have to carry out the same
transaction procedures and the same authentication to have a
payment for a minor sum of money cleared, as you do for a
major amount, then using this form of credit card payment
over the Internet becomes virtually unworkable. It is too
cumbersome for the consumer and too expensive for the
merchant and financial institutions.

0010. A further problem for the consumer which is not
necessarily directly related to fraud, although obviously par
tially concerned therewith, as explained above, is the question
of anonymity. The consumer, for many reasons, may not wish
to give his or her name and, even more importantly, address to
a merchant. There can be many reasons for this such as, for
example, the consumer may not wish other people to know
that they have purchased from that particular site or the con
Sumer may not wish to be subsequently bombarded with what
is effectively junk mail from that particular merchant. Thus,
there are many reasons other than the simple security one
whereby the consumer wishes to retain anonymity.
0011. In summary, therefore, the financial institutions
want to, as far as possible, have a system that will allow the
consumer purchase over the Internet which will be efficient,
relatively inexpensive and, as important, profitable for the
financial institution. The financial institution does not want to

be clearing relative Small Sums of money for transactions on
a regular basis, nor indeed does it want to be accounting
individually to a merchant for these Small sums of money as
the total cost of handling the transactions becomes inordinate.
For the merchant, they want to be able to be paid efficiently
and effectively. The merchant wants to avoid cumbersome
systems that may or may not protect him from fraud. They
want to be able to Supply the goods and/or services to the
customer with the minimal amount of checking and at the
same time, with security that they will Subsequently be paid.
0012 Finally, the consumer requires anonymity in many
instances and further, requires that an efficient and fraud free
method of accounting for Such transactions be available.
Lastly, the customer wants an accounting system which is
accurate and transparent.
SUMMARY

0013 The present invention is directed towards providing
efficient and secure transaction settlement and accounting
procedures which will overcome the problems referring to
above.

0014. The invention provides a method of conducting a
transaction in a trading system where a merchant sends goods
and or services to a customer comprising: a customer
accounts server; a merchant accounts server; a system ser

ciated customer account; and a telecommunications network

interconnecting the servers and the computers, each computer
and server having a unique identifier for contact within the
network.

which includes the merchant transaction identifier number

and some unique customer transaction identifier to the cus
tomer accounts server. The customer accounts server sends a

payment acceptance message, including the transaction
acceptance message, to the merchant accounts server. The
merchant computer sends a transaction acceptance message
to the merchant accounts server. Then, the merchant accounts

server matches the transaction acceptance message received
from the merchant computer and the payment acceptance
message received from the customer accounts server.
0016 Finally, the merchant accounts server sends instruc
tions to the system services server to cause payment to the
merchant in accordance with an agreed settlement procedure
having agreed payment rules. In this way, a secure system has
been provided in the sense that the customer has not identified
himself or herself in any way to the merchant. At the same
time, the merchant is happy in the sense that confirmation of
the transaction has been received by the merchant and the
merchant can be sure that the account will be paid. The
customer can accept the transaction by causing the customer
computer to send an acknowledgment message to the mer
chant computer and/or additionally may, in certain instances,
add a customer audit identifier. The advantage of this is that
the customer can have a full audit trail of the particular trans
action.

0017 Various other messages can be sent, for example, the
merchant accounts server can send confirmation of the

matching of the transaction acceptance message and the pay
ment acceptance message to the merchant computer or can
send confirmation of the matching payment acceptance mes
sage and the transaction acceptance message to the customer
acCOuntS Server.

0018. In many instances, the customer accounts server,
before sending the payment acceptance message, will cause
the customer account to be debited.

0019. It will be appreciated that the various computers
have to be set up to carry out the invention and, for example,
in many instances, it will be necessary to prepare the customer
account, including payment credit limit rules for the cus
tomer. Obviously, this customer account then has to be stored
on an account control application in the customer accounts
server. This account control application can be downloaded to
the customer computer and can be stored on the customer
computer. If this happens, then, on receiving a merchant
transaction identifier number and payment request from the
merchant computer, the customer computer sends the pay
ment request to the account control application and only if the
payment request is within the payment credit limit rules does
the customer computer carry out the step of accepting the
transaction.
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0020 Very often, on the payment request being sent to the
account control application, the customer account is debited.
In this way, there could be no question of a customer exceed
ing his or her credit limit.
0021 Various other messages may be sent such as, for
example, the merchant computer can send detailed product
and billing information with a merchant transaction identifier
number and payment request to the customer computer. Alter
natively, this can be sent, firstly, to the customer accounts
server and then from the customer accounts server to the

customer computer. Any and all of the information may be
stored. Various ways of crediting the merchant account and
debiting the customer account may be used.
0022. One of the major problems which arises very often
when a transaction requires the physical delivery of goods by
way of a package is that the customer wishes to be anony
mous. Therefore, the customer will inform, through the cus
tomer computer, the merchant that he or she wishes to retain
anonymity and then, either the customer computer or the
merchant computer will nominate a preferred shipper having
a shipper computer connected to the telecommunications net
work. Then, once that happens, effectively, the shipper
becomes a barrier between the merchant computer or mer
chant and the customer computer or customer. Then, Suffi
cient information is sent to the shipper so that the shipper can
receive the goods or package from the merchant for delivery.
Indeed, at that stage, the shipper may not even know the
destination address which may not be given to the shipper
until the package has been entrusted to the shipper. Subse
quently, the shipper carries out the delivery without ever
revealing the shipping address to the merchant.
0023. Further, the various messages regarding confirma
tion of delivery may be sent from various parties such as, for
example, the shipper computer to the customer accounts
server and from the customer accounts server to the merchant

accounts server and then, possibly, from the merchant
accounts server to the merchant computer.
0024. In other instances, when the transaction requires the
delivery of goods to the customer, the customer may not be
willing to pay for the goods until the goods have been
received. This could either require a simple proof of delivery
or a request to ensure that the goods, when received, were of
merchantable quality. Thus, on delivery, on acceptance by the
customer, the shipper computer sends confirmation of deliv
ery to the customer accounts server and then the customer
accounts server will send the information to the system ser
vices server to cause whatever is the agreed settlement pro
cedure to be carried out.

0025. Another major problem that the invention addresses
is the question of taxation and in particular, taxation to a
government body, when a remote trade in the sense of deliv
ery from one country to another having separate jurisdictions
and thus tax laws. This is becoming an increasingly difficult
problem for governments, when trans-national trade occurs
over the internet, it can be relatively difficult to gather and
collect the required taxation, duty, value added tax, or what
ever it may be. When this happens, as part of the trade, the
merchant computer sends with the merchant transactioniden
tifier, a product identification system sufficient to determine

due is added to the amount of the payment request as a
consolidated payment request to the customer computer.
Obviously, in this case, then the customer accounts server
will, on sending the transaction acceptance message to the
customer accounts server, send instructions to system ser
vices server to cause payment to the government body. The
system ensures that correct payment is made to the merchant
and the correct tax or other duty is correctly paid to the
government.

0027. The present invention also tackles the problem of
discounts provided by merchants, whether they be by way of
coupons or the like, which coupons may have a monetary
value or some other form of redemption rules that allows a
monetary value to be attached to it, such as, for example, four
for the price of one, or similar schemes. What happens is that
the merchant computer now takes an active role in the system
and the merchant computer sends the coupon having a mon
etary value and redemption rules to the system services server
and the system services server sends the coupons to the cus
tomer via the customer computer. Subsequently, the customer
computer can send the coupon details to the customer
accounts server, on sending a transaction acceptance mes
Sage.

0028. Then, depending on the way in which the system
operates, the customer accounts server sends the coupon
details to the merchant accounts server and the merchant

accounts server accepts the coupon to be used at least in part
payment of the transaction. For example, the merchant
accounts server sends the coupon detail to the system services
server and sends instructions to the system services server to
cause payment to the merchant. The system services server
may send the coupon directly to the customer computer or via
the customer accounts server. Indeed, in many instances, the
coupon will be customer specific and then the merchant com
puter will send, with the coupon, merchant transaction iden
tifier numbers which will be used to identify the customer
computers.

0029 Many settlement procedures may be used, for
example, one method may comprise setting up a merchant
account and the merchant accounts server will then store the

payment acceptance message as an account receivable due for
payment in accordance with the agreed payment rules and
would eventually download to the system services server, the
accounts receivable requiring settlement so that the system
services server will credit the merchant account with the

payment due. This could be done at agreed time limits. The
advantage of this is that relatively small sums of money could
be accumulated and then credited to the merchant. A major
proportion of the operation of the invention can be carried out
in real time.

0030. Further, the invention provides a trading system for
carrying out a transaction between a merchant and a customer
where the merchant sends the goods and services to the cus
tomer. The transaction is carried out over a communications

the tax.

network where the initiating party, namely the customer to the
transaction contacts the merchant through the intermediary of
a third party. Further, the customer can maintain anonymity, if
required. Then, the system will require at least a system

0026 Ideally, the product identification will be an inter
national tax reference code and ideally, it should be as part of
the product identification. When this is done, then the taxation
can be readily easily calculated and the amount of taxation

a customer computer, and a merchant accounts server for
connection to a merchant computer. Then, the customer com
puter will have means for communicating its intention to

services server, a customer accounts server for connection to
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purchase from the merchant computer and the other comput
ers will have means for carrying out the various transactions
as laid out above.

0031. Further, the invention provides a trading system for
carrying out the transaction between a merchant and a cus
tomer with the transaction being carried out over the commu

vided by a telecommunications network 4. Also, within the
system, there may be a number of financial institutions such
as banks 5, again connected to the telecommunications sys
tem. Further, there is provided a merchant accounts server 6
and a customer accounts server 7, together with a system
services server 8. Only one merchant accounts server 6 and

nications network where the customer to the transaction con

one customer accounts server 7 is shown. However, it will be

tacts then merchant through the intermediary of a third party
So it is possible to retain anonymity.
0032. Further, the invention provides a computer program
comprising program instructions for causing a computer to
perform the method as laid out above, or which, when loaded
into a computer, could constitute the processing means as
described above. Such a computer program may be embodied
on a record medium, a computer memory, a read-only
memory or carried on an electrical signal carrier.

appreciated that a number of merchants might be all con

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0033. The invention will be more clearly understood from
the following description of some embodiments thereof,
given by way of example only, with reference to the accom
panying drawings, in which:
0034 FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic layout of a trading system
in which the method according to the present invention is
used;

0035 FIG. 2 is a diagrammatic representation of the trad
ing System; and
0036 FIGS. 3 to 8 are flowcharts of the major features of
the invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

0037. In this specification, when using the term “jurisdic
tion remote from, it is to be appreciated that since this is an
invention that can, for example, be carried out over the inter
net, in many instances, the receipt of a message or indeed the
generation of a message may occur in a country or area not
necessarily within the jurisdiction of any patent granted for
this invention. Therefore, the claims and specification are to
be read as taking account of this and in Such cases where Such
actions take place, it is deemed that the message, on being
received in the jurisdiction to which the patent applies, has the
same effect in relation to this patent as if the message had
actually been generated within the jurisdiction rather than
generated outside the jurisdiction and then simply sent into
the jurisdiction. To avoid an unnecessary multiplicity of
claims and confusion, not all of these individual situations are

specifically claimed, however, it is the intention that the
claims of this patent specification should be so interpreted,
namely, that all the steps according to the invention do not
necessarily have to take place within the specific jurisdiction
to which any patent granted relates.
0038. Thus, in effect, certain actions may have to take
place out of the jurisdiction as a condition precedent for
initiation of certain of the actions within the jurisdiction.
0039 For ease of understanding and to avoid confusion,
various entities such as merchants or customers are often

referred to as computers as the method of the invention will
often be carried out solely by computers.
0040. Referring to FIG. 1, there is illustrated a trading
system, indicated generally by the reference numeral 1, com
prising a plurality of customer computers 2 and merchant
computers 3 all connected together over the Internet. Only the
one internet service provider is shown, all of which are pro

nected to one merchant accounts server and another number
of merchants connected to another merchant accounts server.

Further, Some of the customer's computers may be connected
to one customer accounts server and others to another cus
tomer accounts server. All the accounts servers would nor

mally be part of a bank or financial institution.
0041. Each customer computer 2 has an associated cus
tomer account. Further, each customer computer 2 has down
loaded thereon a customer control application 10. This cus
tomer control application 10 contains details of the customer
account, which customer account is also stored in the cus
tomer accounts server 7. Each merchant has on the merchant

accounts server 6, a merchant's account stored on that server.
The merchant accounts server 6 and the customer account

server 7 are separate servers. Although they may be provided
on the one computer, they are maintained separately but could
equally well be provided on different computers. The system
services server 8 provides many of the control functions and
also provides certain additional computer programs and Ser
vices that could not be easily supplied by each of the customer
control applications 10 or the customer computers 2. For
example, the system services server 8 might include taxation
and other duty computation Software, a coupon or discount
handling server and various other servers or service providers
to the whole system. However, these are all generally
described under the term "system services server'. It will be
appreciated that to a certain extent, this terminology is restric
tive. However, it is used to facilitate the understanding of the
invention without reciting a large number of servers. It will
also be appreciated that many of the control functions may be
carried out by other computers and servers of the system.
Thus, for example, reciting that the trading system comprises
a customer accounts server; a merchant accounts server; a

system services server; merchant computers; customer com
puters; and a telecommunications network interconnecting
the servers and the computers, each computer and server
having a unique identifier for contact within the telecommu
nications network, is not to be considered restrictive in any
way of the number and arrangement of computers and servers
which may be used.
0042. It will be appreciated that there are many ways of
carrying out the invention and there are many checks and
verifications that must be carried out, however, it is advanta

geous to consider the invention in its simplest form to identify
how the invention would be carried out.

0043 Referring to FIG. 2, there is illustrated some of the
steps that are carried out, not necessarily all of them are
carried out with each transaction, however, the steps are laid
out and describe, in broad outline, the method according to
the present invention.
0044. It is presumed in the description that all the various
trading steps have been carried out between the customer
computer and the merchant computer, for example, the down
loading of shopping baskets, enquiries, etc. from the mer
chant computer to and from the customer computer and that,
at Some stage during the operation, the merchant computer
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will either dispatch goods to the customer or will simply
download the goods over the internet to the customer. Various
methods for the downloading and sending of goods will be
described hereinafter, however, at this stage, it is presumed
that there is no difficulty whatsoever for the customer in
having the goods either sent physically by the merchant to
him or her, or simply to download it over the internet. Obvi
ously, if downloaded over the internet, there is no identifica
tion of the customer who is anonymous.
0045 Prior to carrying out the method, there is established
on the customer computer, the customer control application
which contains details of the customer account. This could be

established in a myriad of ways. Simply, a customer could
lodge with the system services server a Sum of money, which
Sum of money would be lodged to the customer accounts
server, which sum of money would then allow the customer
control application to be established, the customer control
application having the details of the customer account. Alter
natively, the customer accounts server could simply have
credit card details with details of a bank that would simply
pay any sums of money up to a particular limit incurred by the
customer. One could envisage a situation where customers
might wish to establish directly, a credit account with the
customer accounts server, that is to say, the operator of the
system. However, all that is required is that the customer
control application is effectively a customer account that has
a sum of money in it that the customer can spend. With this
customer control application established and the customer
computer connected to the customer accounts server that also
has the identical information, the customer computer can then
trade over the internet with a merchant computer, once the
merchant computer is connected to a merchant accounts
server, which merchant accounts server is part of the system
or is connected to be able to communicate with the customer
accountS Server.

0046 Briefly, therefore, the transaction is carried out by
the transmittal of a number of messages in real time between
the various computers and servers.
Message No. 1 (M1)
Intention to Buy
0047. In the first message, the customer computer, having
already contacted and conducted a trade with the merchant,
signifies to the merchant computer that the customer com
puter wishes to buy one or more items. Therefore, the cus
tomer computer transmits to the merchant computer this mes
sage M1 by, for example, clicking an icon.
Message No. 2 (M2)
Transaction and Payment Request
0048. When the merchant computer receives message M1
from the customer computer, the merchant computer then

in a multi-product sale, there will be more than one product
identifier number. Therefore, ideally, the merchant computer,
on receiving an order, uses the international tax reference
code in the product identification. Essentially message M2 is
the first transaction identifier.

Message No. 3 (M3)
Customer Control Application
0049. When the customer computer obtains what is effec
tively an invoice comprising the transaction Summary and the
payment request, namely, message M2, from the merchant
computer, the customer computer consults the customer con
trol application to see are there enough funds or can the
payment be made. If there are enough funds, then the cus
tomer computer continues with the operation.
Message No. 4 (M4) to Customer Accounts Server
0050. In message number 4, the customer computer, hav
ing had the transaction cleared by the customer control appli
cation, sends the same information to the customer accounts

server. Presuming that the customer accounts server accepts
it, the transaction proceeds. One situation where the customer
accounts server would not accept this transaction would be
where the customer had, in Some way, attempted to interfere
with the information on the customer control application or
where some fault in the system had occurred. However, in
general terms, this message is only a check on the availability
of funds and the fact that the customer accounts server will

assume responsibility for the payment.
Message No. 5 (M.5)
0051. Acceptance to Merchant In message M5 which is
essentially optional, the customer computer informs the mer
chant computer that the transaction has been accepted and
thus the merchant computer now has an acceptance of the
transaction.

Message No. 6 (M6) to Merchant Accounts Server
0.052 The merchant computer then downloads to the mer
chant accounts server, the transaction details, that is to say, the
information that was sent in message M2 to the customer
computer. These are then delivered, in message M6, to the
merchant accounts server, where the merchant accounts
server will store the details.

Message No. 7 (M7) to Merchant Accounts Server
0053. The customer accounts server, having accepted the
fact that the account will be paid, sends confirmation to the
merchant accounts server which is effectively a payment
acceptance message including the transaction acceptance
message. The merchant accounts server now has confirma
tion that the customer accounts server is accepting the pay
ment.

Message No. 8 (M8)-Verification to Customer
Accounts Server

0054. In message M8, the merchant accounts server con

downloads or sends a merchant transaction identifier number

firms to the customer accounts server that it has received

and payment request to the customer computer. The exact

confirmation of the payment and that the transaction has been
accepted.
Message No. 9 (M9)

format of the merchant transaction identifier number can

change but since merchants already have their own merchant
transaction identifiers, this number will be used, together with
the merchants own identifier of the type used with financial
institutions, and also, ideally a product identifier, which prod
uct identifier number is one that is internationally recognised
since, as will be explained hereinafter, the invention can be
used for the computation of tax and duty payable. Obviously,

Verification to Merchant

0055. The merchant accounts server can also send verifi
cation to the merchant computer that everything is in order
and that the payment will be made and that the merchant can
dispatch the goods.
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0056. It will be appreciated that in many cases the mes
sages will be carried out simply by the click of a button, or
Some other simple means.
0057. It will be appreciated that this is a relatively simplis
tic way of looking at the invention and that, for example, the
merchant computer may not necessarily need Verification, i.e.
message M9, that the merchant accounts server has received
confirmation because there can be a system in place whereby,
if the merchant computer does not receive confirmation or
Verification within a certain period of time, a query can be
raised. Similarly, the fact that the customer accounts server
has sent confirmation message M7 to the merchant accounts
server does not necessarily have to be verified and confirmed
by the merchant accounts server in message M8. Obviously,
various checks will be carried out by the merchant accounts
server Such as, for example, comparing the confirmation mes
sage from the customer accounts server with the transaction
details downloaded by the merchant computer.
0058 Essentially, as each transaction is carried out, the
merchant accounts server will store the details.

0059. It will be appreciated, for example, that the mer
chant accounts server will be linked to the system services
server which will have an account established for the mer

chant. Then, the merchant accounts server will send items for

payment to the system services server, which items will have
already been approved by the customer accounts server and
therefore will be credited by the system services server to the

tomer's account was backed by American Express, to an
actual fixed sum of money, or to some other credit limit. Then
in step 106, the account control application considers the
request. In other words, it carries out Suitable checks such as
comparing it with the credit limit and then either, in step 107.
rejects the transaction in which case the customer computer
cannot continue with the transaction, or alternatively, it
accepts the transaction and then in step 108, the customer
account is debited. In step 109, the customer computer adds
an audit number to the number previously downloaded by the
merchant computer. This audit number can be used by the
customer computer and the customer accounts server to keep
an exact control and audit trail on the customer's account. It

will be appreciated that the present system is directed particu
larly to this accountancy and control function. The audit
number is not essential but can be quite useful. Indeed in most
systems an audit number will be used. The audit number
would simply be the next sequential number and does not
have to be, in any way, a secret number.
0063. In step 110, the customer computer sends to the
customer accounts server, the same information. This is a

security procedure Such that if the customer computer had in
Some way altered the account control application to make the
account control application accept a transaction, the customer
accounts server would immediately spot the problem and
would abort the transaction. Ideally, with the message from
the customer computer to the customer accounts server, there

merchants account.

is an identification code used. The identification code used

0060. At various stages, the merchant can download the
payments as desired.
0061 Referring now to FIGS. 3 and 4, there is illustrated a
Somewhat more detailed operation of the method according to
the invention. In step 100, the customer computer logs onto
the system. This will be done in the usual way through the
internet which will then allow the customer computer, in step
101, to contact the merchant computer. In step 102, which
may take many steps and to and froS between the merchant
computer and the customer computer, the customer computer
will conduct negotiations with the merchant computer. At no
stage, will the customer, during this communication, be iden
tified to the merchant. They will merely be connected through
the Internet. Thus, for example, a rogue merchant will not
gather any information that will permita fraud to be commit
ted either then or in the future, nor indeed can the hacking of
a merchant site result in any information being accessed that

may be any suitable algorithm, PIN number or anything that
is required. One great advantage of Such an algorithm or
transaction key is that an outsider looking into the transaction
does not have enough information to replicate another valid
transaction, in other words, defraud the system.
0064. In step 111, the customer computer sends accep
tance to the merchant computer and the merchant computer
who, in step 112, sends the transaction to the merchant
accounts server. In step 113, the customer accounts server,
having validated the transaction, sends confirmation to the
merchant accounts server. In step 114, the merchant accounts
server compares the information received from the merchant
computer with the information received from the customer
accounts server and, presuming they both match, then in step

will allow fraud to be committed on the customer.

0062. In step 103, the customer computer indicates to the
merchant computer the intent to purchase. In step 104, the
merchant computer will send down a merchant transaction
number and payment request. Usually, it will include the
same merchant identifier number that is normally sent, for
example, to an acquirer bank or the like, which very often is
not normally sent to a customer. This will be sent with the
product identifier number. The product identifier number will
ideally be, as mentioned already, in accordance with some
internationally known code. In addition, the merchant com
puter will send the actual item identifier for the customer
computer. In other words, one composite message will con
tain all this information. Also, with that will be the actual

amount required for payment, namely, the payment request.
In step 105, the customer computer will access the account
control application on which is sitting the customer's balance.
AS has been explained already, the customer's balance can be
anything from an unlimited balance, for example, if a cus

115, the merchant accounts server sends confirmation of the

matching to the merchant computer and in step 116, sends
confirmation to the customer accounts server. In step 117, the
merchant accounts server sends a payment request to the
system services server. Steps 115 and 116 are optional. How
the merchant gets paid again is a question entirely relating to
how the system is set up and does not impinge on the opera
tion of this invention.

0065. It will be appreciated that since all the communica
tion that could identify the customer has taken place between
the customer computer and the customer accounts server and
the merchant accounts server does not receive any identifica
tion of the customer from the customer accounts server, ano

nymity is maintained.
0066 Referring now to FIGS. 5 and 6, there are two situ
ations that need to be addressed in the method according to
the present invention. The first situation is where the mer
chant has to deliver goods physically to the customer, rather
than simply download from the internet such as, for example,
the provision of some service Such as a betting service or the
downloading of music, films and the like. The customer, at the
same time, may not wish to divulge his or her address or name
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to the merchant as he or she may still require anonymity.
Thus, when the transaction requires the specific delivery of
goods to the customer by way of a package and the customer
wishes to be anonymous by not sending the merchant com
puter precise delivery details, including the name and
address, then the customer computer has to, in step 150,
inform the merchant computer that the customer requires
anonymity and is not prepared to divulge his or her name and
address to the merchant computer.
0067. In step 151, the merchant computer or the customer
computer nominates to the other party one or more preferred
shippers. In step 152, discussions take place between the two
parties until a shipper can be appointed. However, generally
speaking, this will not cause any problems in that either the
merchant will have shippers that are agreeable to the cus
tomer or alternatively, the customer will have shippers that
are agreeable to the merchant. Having chosen a nominated
shipper, then in step 153, the customer computer gives suffi
cient information to the shipper computer through the cus
tomer accounts server to enable the shipper to collect the
package from the merchant. This information may or may not
include full shipping details. This is discussed below. Then in
step 154, the shipper computer records acceptance of the
package from the merchant with Sufficient information being
supplied by the merchant to allow the shipper identify the
package and match the delivery instructions received from the
merchant with those received from the customer accounts
server. This information could be the merchant transaction
identifier.

0068. In step 155, the shipper computer confirms to the
customer accounts server that the package has been collected.
In step 156, the shipper delivers the package to the customer.
In step 157, the shipper computer confirms to the customer
accounts server that the package has been delivered and in
step 158, the customer accounts server confirms the delivery
of the package to the merchant accounts server.
0069. Depending on whether the customer has stipulated
that accounts cannot be paid unless proof of delivery has been
given, steps 157 and 158 may not be necessary. For example,
depending on the payment terms and conditions that the sys
tem controllers have agreed with the merchant, the merchant
may indeed have already been paid in the sense that the
merchant accounts server may have already been informed
that it can institute the normal payment procedures. If, how
ever, proof of delivery is required, then it is essential that the
shipper computer confirms to the customer accounts server,
delivery of the package, and then the customer accounts
server must confirm to the merchant accounts server that the

agreed payment procedure may be initiated. Indeed, it will be
appreciated that additional steps may be required Such as, for
example, on receiving confirmation of delivery by the ship
per, the customer accounts server may have to contact the
customer computer to ascertain as to whether the customer
computer has indeed accepted delivery or whether there is
any problem in relation to the delivery.
0070. In accordance with the invention, it is envisaged that
trading over the internet will require the reporting of Such
transactions in many jurisdictions to allow tax and other
duties to be computed. Needless to say, whether or not the
merchant and customer are located in the one jurisdiction,
then the local taxation authorities may require, for example,
the computation of the payment of a sales tax or some other
form of tax such as value added tax (VAT). Similarly, when
the particular transaction is taking place in two different
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jurisdictions in the sense that the merchant is in one jurisdic
tion and is selling into the other jurisdiction, then there may
be, particularly in the case of the physical delivery of goods,
the imposition of an import or other duty. Obviously, authori
ties have to, in Some way, obtain payment of the taxation and
further, for the customer, the customer must be aware of the

imposition of Such taxation and the amount before engaging
in the particular transaction because while Superficially, a
price quoted by a merchant might appear to be less than the
price quoted by another merchant, the final amount due by the
customer might exceed the amount quoted or payable to a
locally based merchant.
0071. Therefore, many situations, which will be largely
dictated by the location of the customer computer rather than
the merchant computer can arise and many duties and taxes
may have to be calculated.
(0072 Referring now to FIGS. 7 and 8, there is shown how,
in accordance with the invention, tax and duty computation
may be performed. In step 200, the merchant computer sends
the payment request to the customer computer. This is iden
tical to step 104 as previously described in FIG. 3.
0073. Then, either in step 201, the customer computer
calculates the tax and duty due or in step 202, the customer
computer sends the payment request to the system services
server for computation of the taxation. In step 203, the system
services server computes the taxation and in step 204, the
system services server sends the tax computation to the cus
tomer computer. Then, irrespective of whether the customer
computer or the system services server has calculated the tax,
the customer computer adds the tax or duty due to the amount
stated in the payment request received from the merchant
computer and then computes what is in effect a consolidated
payment request and then the consolidated payment request is
used in the same manner as if it had originally been furnished
by the merchant computer with the original payment request.
0074. In step 206, which is the same step as step 110 of
FIG. 4, the customer computer sends the payment request, in
this case the consolidated payment request, to the customer
accounts server. The customer accounts server, in step 207.
sends the payment details in relation to the taxation or duty
due to the system services server.
0075. Then in step 208, the system services server pays the
taxation or duty due.
0076. It will be appreciated that the actual manner in
which this is carried out will be dependent on the rules
imposed by the relevant tax authorities. It will also be appre
ciated that the consolidated payment will be dealt with in the
same manner as if it was a payment without any taxation.
0077. Various other messages may be given and sent
between the parties, for example, on completion of a trans
action, the merchant computer may send a message to the
customer computer or to the customer accounts server con
firming that the transaction has been completed and, for
example, the necessary payment received. Equally well, this
could be sent to the customerby, for example, the merchant or
the customer accounts server. A multiplicity of messages can
be sent without any great difficulty between the parties.
0078 What needs to be appreciated in relation to the
present invention is that many other security and other steps
may be performed. However, in essence, the invention is a
relatively simple system of tracking and recording the pay
ments due in respect of internet type transactions where the
customer is located remotely from the merchant and further,
the nature of the transaction is not such that at least initially
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server can communicate with the customer accounts server.

the manner in which the account is being set up, the customer
can have considerable security. For example, if a customer
sets up an account in conjunction with the customer accounts
server, which account has a definite total expenditure limit
that the customertops up from time to time, then the customer
can ensure that even if the security were to be breached, the
customer is prevented from being a victim of fraud beyond the

Thus, in some instances, many of the customer computers

limit of the customer account.

will be connected to one customer accounts server, other

I0082 One of the major features of the present invention is
the fact that the customer computer can add a customer audit

the customer's details such as name and address are revealed

to the merchant. In effect, the customer accounts server acts

as an intermediary between the customer and the merchant. It
will be appreciated that the merchant also needs to sign up to
the system in the sense that the merchant has to be connected
to a merchant accounts server, which merchant accounts

customer computers will be connected to different customer
accounts servers and similarly, merchant computers will be
connected to various merchant accounts servers. However,
for the merchant, there will be the one merchant accounts
server, which merchant accounts server will handle all the
transactions, and the merchant accounts server will act in

conjunction with the system services server, which may be in
fact in the same organisation as both the merchant accounts
server and the customer accounts server or equally well may
be a totally unrelated server, to receive the funds due to the
merchant for the various transactions. Thus, with the mer
chant accounts server, there will be associated an account

which will be run by the system services server. Thus that
account may receive funds from various customer accounts
servers. However, almost certainly, central settlement will be
provided. When there is established a merchant account in the
system services server, the system services server and the
merchant will reach some agreement as to the manner in
which the account is to be drawn down. It may, for example,
be drawn down by the merchant having a direct transfer of
funds to a merchant's own separate bank account on a daily
basis, or alternatively, the merchant may use the account
established by the system services server as a bank account.
0079 Similarly, with the customer accounts server and the
account established by the customer accounts server for each
customer, it can be operated in many ways. For example, it
can be by way of a simple lodgement of funds on a totally
anonymous basis or at least Sufficiently anonymous to satisfy
any disclosure regulations by the relevant government
authorities of the country in which the customer computer is
located. The customer account associated with the customer

computer, as well as being an account that is directly linked to
the customer accounts server, could be, for example, a simple
debiting procedure with a credit limit set by a credit card
company. Thus, with the customer account, there could be
associated a credit card number and if the system services
server was the issuer of Such a credit card, then the account

would be operated in the same way as any other credit card
account. Alternatively, it could be a direct debit system or the
like from a customer's account. Effectively, therefore, there
are no constraints on the manner in which the customer

account can be set up.
0080. In relation to the settlement of the account and in
relation to Such matters as the calculation of tax, almost

certainly, the system services server would not be the one
server but would comprise a number of service servers such
as, for example, a tax computation server, an account settle
ment server, and so on.

0081. It will also be appreciated that many of the steps laid
out above are not always necessary to carry out the invention
and that in certain other circumstances, additional steps may
be carried out. One of the main advantages for the customer is
that since all valid transactions are effectively on the custom
er's computer as soon as executed, a strict control on expen
diture and expenses can be maintained. Also, depending on

identifier to each transaction.

I0083. For the system services server, if the system services
server agrees settlement terms with the merchant Such as, for
example, 30 days beyond the end of the month in which the
transaction took place, then the operator of the system will, in
effect, have the use of the customers money for the period
since the customer will have been debited with the funds

immediately the transaction has been agreed but the merchant
will not be paid immediately. Particularly for small transac
tions, the merchant, having his account operated by the mer
chant accounts server, ensures that the merchant has an abso

lute guarantee that payment will be made. It thus becomes a
viable proposition for all three of the parties to engage in
transactions over the internet, particularly those transactions
oflow monetary value. As regards the financial institution, the
cost of servicing the payments are greatly reduced in the
present invention.
I0084. The system services server may or may not be a
financial institution and in many instances, may not be but
may be a separate operation Supplying services to the finan
cial institution.

I0085. It will also be appreciated that the system according
to the present invention addresses one of the principal con
cerns of governments, namely, that the provision of services
and goods, particularly those that do not require the transmis
sion of a package through postal or other shipping means
from the merchant to the customer, is wide open to the avoid
ance and evasion of duty and taxes. At the present moment, it
is virtually impossible for a government for example, to pre
vent establishments to engage, for example, in wagering and
betting from an operation offshore, as it were, in relation to
the particular country where they are effectively based, in the
sense that they are servicing customers or clients in that
particular jurisdiction.
I0086 Such companies are able to evade, or more properly
avoid in a perfectly legal way, the imposition of duties
imposed on them if they were to carry out the particular
betting operation physically within the jurisdiction. This has
obviously considerable implications for many authorities, not
just simply in relation to loss of revenue, but in relation to
indigenous employment. Almost certainly governments are
going to have to regulate this situation by way of mutual
agreement, almost certainly under a GATT or the like World
Trade Agreement supervised by, for example, the World
Trade Organisation (WTO). Once authorities decide that such
trade has to be regulated and that the governments of the
countries in which the customer is located have to cooperate
to ensure that all legitimate taxation is paid, then almost
certainly the systems according to the present invention
become all the more important.
I0087 As explained already many types of computer may
be used, not just simply a desktop computer, or portable
computer but can be any Suitable arrangement. However, it is
envisaged that one of the ways in which the invention will
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often be carried out will be by way of mobile phone. However,
when there is a mobile phone used to carry out the invention
then effectively the mobile phone will only be a router of the
information and will not necessarily be able to carry out all
the computations. Thus, many of the computations will be
either stored on a computer in the possession of the customer,
or alternatively may be stored on a separate computer oper
ated by the system services server, or more likely by the

control the gateways to the internet. Today, any user or cus
tomer that wishes to access the Internet must do so through an
ISP.

0092. It will be appreciated that the customer control
application can be implemented in a simple Software program
Such as a C++ program or any other program. It does not
matter where the customer control application is stored but
preferably it will be stored on the customer computer as well

CuStOmer accountS Server.

as on the customer accounts server. The customer control

0088 A classic example in which the invention could be
carried out using a mobile phone could be for example in what
is effectively customer present trading, in, for example, a
Supermarket. Presuming that a mobile phone were to be used,
the mobile phone would establish communication with, for
example, a checkout computer Such as, for example, by way
of an infrared link or simply by phoning the particular check
out. Needless to say then the check-out or till, or checkout
computer would operate with respect to the mobile phone in
exactly the same way as if the mobile phone were the cus
tomer computer. However, effectively the mobile phone acts
as a router, but can be easily programmed to display the
necessary transaction details on the phone. Any other short
message may also be so displayed. It will be readily appreci
ated how a mobile phone can be thus adapted to be used in
connection with the present invention. The mobile phone
would also be fairly useful for example, where a customer
wishes to carry out purchases or payment of bills and the like
when the customer is not necessarily based or located where
his or her computer is, or even more generally where the
customer does not in fact have a computer with Sufficient
functionality to carry out all the methods according to the
present invention. It will also be useful for what could be card
present transactions where the customer requires anonymity.
0089. In essence the invention provides means for agree
ing a transaction between a merchant and a customer, coding
said agreed transaction, the customer and merchant each
approving the coded transaction with their local accounts
servers, and the local accounts servers effecting the transac
tion. The merchant need not know the identity of the pur
chaser. Only transactions involving delivery of goods require
the purchaser to disclose his or her identity to at least a
shipper. Since shippers can be made part of the operation
there will not necessarily be any problem in relation to ship
pers. Since in many instances, the customer will be paying for
the shipping directly, it will be in a shipper's interests to
effectively establish the shipper computer as if the shipper
computer were a merchant computer and therefore have an
associated shipper account server and a shipper account. As
described above, it will be relatively easy to appreciate how a
shipper can protect the identity of the customer. It will be
relatively easy for a merchant for example to entrust goods to
a shipper with sufficient information to allow the shipper
match the goods with the customer. Alternatively it will be
easy for a customer computer through the customer accounts
server to send to the shipper computer sufficient details to
allow the shipper computer accept the package on the cus
tomer's behalf without the shipper computer disclosing to the

application will have the customer's financial details so it will
therefore have to be stored in a somewhat secure manner on

the customer PC. It is envisaged that the customer will have
access to the customer control application by entering a user
password or the like.
0093. It will be further appreciated that the total transac
tion may be carried out in real time unless some proof of
delivery or other system is required, but essentially in most of
the transactions, particular those where the goods or services
are downloaded over the Internet all of the transactions can be

carried out in real time with consequent security for the mer
chant.

0094. It will be further appreciated that the customer may
have means to interrogate his transactions and, if required,
instigate discussions with the merchant via the control appli
cation without recourse to the third parties. This facility will
greatly reduce disputed transactions and the associated cost
of the resolution of them.

(0095 Effectively, the merchants account will be held by
the system services server in a separate system services server
account. Sums of money due to the merchant will be credited
to that account by the system services sever and that money
will then be transferred to the merchant in accordance with

agreed procedures between the merchant and the system ser
vices server.

0096 All the information which is generated to produce
the various messages does not necessarily have to be trans
ferred between all the parties all the time. For example, the
information that the customer account requires for audit pur
poses will not necessarily be stored other than on the cus
tomer computer and the customer accounts server.
0097. It will be appreciated that all the communication
over the network can be carried out in encrypted form.
0098. It will be further appreciated that the settling means
may take place outside of the Internet. For example, the
settling means may be carried out by a third party in a private
network.

0099. It will be appreciated that various aspects of the
invention may be embodied on the computer that is running a
program or program segments originating from a computer
readable or usable medium, Such medium including but not
limited to magnetic storage media (e.g. ROMs, floppy disks,
hard disks, etc.), optically readable media (e.g. CDROMs,
DVDs, etc.) and carrier waves (e.g., transmissions over the
Internet). A functional program, code and code segments,
used to implement the present invention can be derived by a
skilled computer programmer from the description of the

merchant the customer's name and address.

invention contained herein.

0090. In another embodiment the identity could be pro
tected via a coded transaction to a trusted third party carrier.
For example, FedEx could provide such a service.
0091 At present, access to the Internet is controlled by

0100. In this specification, the terms “comprise”, “com
prises', 'comprised and “comprising and any variant

Internet Service Providers, Web farms or direct access here

inafter all referred to as Internet Service Providers (ISP) who

thereof and the terms “include”, “includes”, “included' and

“including', or any variant thereofare considered to be totally
interchangeable and should be afforded the widest possible
interpretation.
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0101 The invention is not limited to the embodiments
hereinbefore described but may be varied in both construction
and detail within the scope of the claims.
What is claimed is:

1. A method of conducting a transaction in a trading sys
tem, where a merchant sends any of goods and services to a
customer, using a customer accounts server; a merchant
accounts server, a system services server, a merchant com
puter having an associated merchant account; a customer
computer having an associated customer account; and a tele
communications network interconnecting the customer
accounts server, the merchant accounts server, the system
services server, the merchant computer, and the customer
computer, each having a unique identifier for contact within
the telecommunications network, the method comprising the
steps of:
the customer computer opening communications with the
merchant computer,
the customer computer communicating its intention to pur
chase from the merchant computer;
the merchant computer sending a merchant transaction
identifier number and payment request to the customer
computer;

the customer computerinitiating contact with the customer
accounts server and sending to the customer accounts
server a customer transaction acceptance message
which includes the merchant transaction identifier num

ber and the payment request;
the merchant computerinitiating contact with the merchant
accounts server and sending to the merchant accounts
server a merchant transaction acceptance message
including the merchant transaction identifier number
and the payment request;
the customer accounts server initiating contact with the
merchant accounts server and sending to the merchant
accounts server a payment acceptance message includ
ing the merchant transaction identifier number and the
payment request;

the merchant accounts server matching the merchant trans
action acceptance message received from the merchant
computer and the payment acceptance message received
from the customer accounts server, and

the merchant accounts server sending instructions to the
system services server to cause payment to the merchant
in accordance with an agreed settlement procedure hav
ing agreed payment rules.
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